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However, as fossil fuels become
scarcer and carbon emissions get
taxed, we are very likely to be affected
by steep rises in energy bills and more
frequent storms and flooding. As a
result, people will find it increasingly
difficult to live comfortably in
traditional houses.
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The prospect of climate change at
a global level can be daunting but
remote. In the Howe, we will not lose
polar bears or see our homes sinking
under rising sea levels.

There is something for everyone,
whatever kind of home you live in,
whatever your income and whether
you own or rent your home. There
are things that can be done today and
things to be planned for the future.

hese are the 40 most costeffective measures for saving
energy, cutting fuel bills, and
reducing our environmental impact
and our vulnerability to future change.
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Saturday 6th February, 10-12 noon
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Saturday 13th February, 10-12 noon
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Come along to your local Energy Event
where you can ask us questions and
get advice. Or call Louise on 07879
996 845 to arrange an appointment.

If you decide you are interested in
some of these suggestions, our four
Energy Champions can advise you
in more detail on what would be the
most appropriate changes for your
individual household and help you
to implement them.

We can all do our bit to reduce climate
change and at the same time we can
cut our fuel bills. This booklet will
help you to find the measures that best
suit your situation. But it is only a
primer, giving basic information to allow
you to understand your options.
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97% of us use high carbon
fuels to heat our homes – oil,
LPG, electricity and coal.
More than half of us use
non-mains fossil fuels and
have oil and LPG tanks.
These are big sources of CO2
emissions and are particularly
vulnerable to future price
rises. Over the last ten years,
fuel poverty in our area has
risen by 30% because of
rising energy prices.

)*4503*$#6*-%*/(4
A quarter of us live in listed
buildings, and 58% live in
Conservation Areas. So our
homes have character, but
this also brings restrictions
on the energy saving

53"%*5*0/"-#6*-%*/(4
Most of our homes were
built in an era of cheap fuel,
before insulation. One in five
of our homes is hard to heat
to a comfortable level. While
traditional stone walls can be
difficult to insulate, there are
viable options, and roofs and
walls are much easier to improve.

0-%&3#6*-%*/(4
The survey told us that our
homes tend to be old: 63%
were built before 1900 and
only 14% were built since
the 1980’s, when increased
awareness of energy issues
started to improve the
standard of new buildings.

his was confirmed by
our survey of households in the area. But
the survey also identified
advantages that rural areas
like ours have and it gave us
the information we needed
to develop this toolkit of
measures, specifically
targeted at the easiest ways
of improving our homes.
changes we are allowed
to implement.

8IFOXFCFHBOUIJTQSPKFDUXFTVTQFDUFEUIBU
SVSBMBSFBTFYQFSJFODFQBSUJDVMBSQSPCMFNTXJUI
FOFSHZUIBUNBLFUIFNFTQFDJBMMZWVMOFSBCMFUP
SJTJOHFOFSHZDPTUTJOUIFDPNJOHEFDBEFT
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We have a high awareness of
environmental issues and are
concerned about the future.
We are adaptable, and 95%
of us want to improve the
energy efficiency of our homes.

fuel and we are looking to
improve the supply in our
area so that it is easier to use.

There is a wide range of
options, from simple changes
that cost nothing, to
complicated and disruptive
alterations that will save
more energy and money.

are most likely to be effective
at an affordable cost and
acceptable level of disruption.

Through the Toolkit you
will see various percentages.
These are generally based on
local data provided by our
The Toolkit presents the ways household surveys, which
of improving your home that had a 60% return.

W

e looked both at
common situations and those
that affect only a few homes.
We consulted with Historic
Scotland and Fife Council
planners so that we could
focus on things that don’t
need permissions. A few of
the measures we describe
may require consent for
some houses and we can
help clarify this for you
with the authorities.

5IFHSFBUSFTQPOTFZPVHBWFUPPVSTVSWFZBMMPXFE
PVSUFBNUPVOEFSTUBOEIPXXFNJHIUIFMQQFPQMF
UBDLMFUIFJOUFSMJOLFEQSPCMFNTPGQPPSMZJOTVMBUFE
CVJMEJOHT IJHIDBSCPOFNJTTJPOT GVFMQPWFSUZBOE
PVSHSFBUWVMOFSBCJMJUZUPGVUVSFGPTTJMGVFMQSJDFSJTFT

)PXXFNBEFUIFUPPMLJU

800%'6&Our older buildings
usually have chimneys and
this means we can easily
use more wood as fuel.
Wood is a ‘carbon-neutral’

These issues are common
to many rural areas, but
living in the country also
has benefits:
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In the Toolkit we indicate
what the cost of the
measures might be for the
typical houses, as well as
how they might cut fuel
bills and greenhouse gases.
Details of the calculation
methods is given on p.30.

If you have limited options
to improve your home
because it is a rented property,
we can give your landlord
advice about interest-free
loans and tax breaks for
energy-saving improvements.

If you spend more than 10%
of your income on energy,
are on benefits or are over
70, there may be additional
grant assistance available,
which we can advise on.

or what we think will
be the most popular
measures, such as loft
insulation, we may be able
to reduce the cost by
organising a communityscale order or grant subsidy.

This is a simplified system
and should be taken as a
broad indication rather
than hard and fast figures.
However it should give you
a clear indication of the
difference between the
options, allowing you to
make informed decisions.

The costs we indicate are for
the work only, if they require
Planning Permission or a
Building Warrant, these will
be additional costs.

Because heating patterns and
bills vary so much, the best
way will be to check the
energy-saving % against
your own bills.

By comparing the type
and size of your house and
the cost of your heating
bills with the 5 typical
houses, you will be able to
gauge how much the
measures might cost you
and how much they might
save on bills.

8FXBOUFEUP¶OEUIFDIFBQFTUXBZTPGNBLJOH
UIFNPTUDIBOHFT TPXFJOWFTUJHBUFEHSBOUTBOE
DPNNFSDJBMTQPOTPSTIJQ
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For the bigger things, for
example measures that
require Planning Permission,
we can advise you who to go

This will tell you more
acccurately what the work
would cost. For some of the
measures, we may be able
to help to arrange for the
work to be done and assist
with grant applications
where appropriate.

Tell our Energy Champions
which measures you are
interested in. When we
know how many people are
interested in which measures,
we will come back to you
with our best offer of advice
and assistance.

ompare your home
to the 5 typical
houses on p.5 and
decide which is closest to
your own home. Then look
through the Toolkit and see
which options interest you.

If you have questions, or
would like us to visit your
home to advise you, our
Energy Champions will
be able to advise on the
individual circumstances of
your home. Call Louise on
07879 996 845.

to and how best to proceed.
For some basic measures,
especially if you are eligible
for grants, we may put you
in touch with the Energy
Saving Scotland advice
centre, as a first step. They
are one of our project
partners and know the
complex grants system best.
If that does not work, we
will suggest other ways of
getting what you want.

 4&55*/(:063
)&"5*/($0/530-4
If you are unsure about the
controls for your heating
system, our Energy
Champions can advise you
on the best settings.

 6/%&345"/%8)&3&
5)&&/&3(:(0&4
We can loan you a smart
monitor so that you can
see where electricity is used
in your home. We have
already given 80 to homes
in our area.

Compared to cities and
suburbs, people in our area
are more likely to adapt
their homes and their lives to
changing circumstances than
they are to move. There are
many easy things that can
save energy without costing
money:

77% of households have
already made energy-saving
changes.

45% of us do not heat all
the rooms in our homes in
winter. Half because they
cannot afford to and half
because they do not need to.

*GZPVDPNQMFUFEPVSTVSWFZZPVXJMMIBWF
SFDFJWFEBMFUUFSUIBUIJHIMJHIUTUIFNFBTVSFT
UIBUXFUIJOLBSFNPTUMJLFMZUPTVJUZPVSIPNF

Make sure that the heat
from the radiators under
windows is getting into
the room and not trapped
behind the curtains.

 %3"8*/($635"*/4
Drawing the curtains at dusk
keeps the heat in when it is
cold outside. Opening them in
the morning lets the heat from
the sun in.

We can provide you with
a ‘powerdown’ switch for
a television or computer
system, which automatically
saves this energy when the
device is not in use. If you
would like one, please call
Louise on 07879 996 845.

 "70*%*/(45"/%#:
Standby modes on televisions
and computers can use 8%
of your electricity.

Set your thermostat at
the lowest comfortable
temperature - usually
between 18 and 21 oC.
Lowering your thermostat
could save you around
£65 a year.

&OFSHZTBWJOHCFIBWJPVS
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Insulation is applied to the
outside of the walls and finished with harling or timber
boards, which can improve
the home’s appearance.
The roof may need to be
extended and gutters altered.
Though difficult, the energy
saving is considerable.

If you would like to
consider these measures,
we can advise whether
permission is required and
what might be the best
approach for your home.

Up to 35% of heat loss
occurs through a building’s
external walls. The more
external walls you have, the
more heat your home will lose.

Solid walls are more
difficult to insulate than
other parts of a home.
Because improvements can
affect the appearance of
your home, listed buildings
have fewer options. It is
important to have the right
materials and good
workmanship to avoid
damp problems.

However, with careful
planning walls can be
successfully insulated, and
can save a significant amount
of money and carbon.

64% of us live in homes that
have solid stone or brick
walls without any insulation.
These homes were built
before 1920.

40-*%8"--4

*OTVMBUJOHXBMMT
good condition. It will
not require planning
permission, but may require
a building warrant.

The most common method is
to strip off the existing plaster
and line the walls with an
 */5&3/"-%3:-*/*/(
insulated timber frame, faced
This is a more common
with new plasterboard. This
improvement. 14% of homes is disruptive and reduces the
with solid walls have already size of the room. However,
insulated inside the walls,
new thin materials are also
often as part of a general
available that avoid reducing
refurbishment. It is
the size of the room, and
appropriate for most homes, some can be put directly
except listed buildings where on to the existing surface.
the interior is original and in We show both options.

This measure is particularly
appropriate for brick or
cement rendered buildings.
It requires planning consent
and a building warrant
and is not appropriate for
listed buildings.
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Grants are available and
3% of us live in homes that
already have had brick
cavity walls insulated. It is
an inexpensive improvement
that can have a considerable
impact on heating costs and
carbon emissions.

*/46-"5*0/
Cavity walls are easy to
insulate, by blowing
insulation into the cavity
through holes drilled in the
outside of the wall.

 $"7*5:8"--

If you have cavity walls you
should seriously consider
this measure. We can help
arrange for the work to be
done and assist in applying
for a grant.
We can advise on the
different materials, how
much you could add, and
sometimes help arrange for
the work to be done and
assist in applying for a grant.

A roof with no insulation
loses 25% of a home’s heat,
and until recently there was
no requirement to insulate
roofs in new homes.

82% of us would benefit
from more loft insulation.

8.5% of us have no loft
insulation.

The work does not affect the
appearance of your home
and can be done all to listed
buildings. It’s important to
have the right materials and
good workmanship to save
the most heat and avoid
condensation problems.

Insulation is easy to apply in
most lofts, is very cheap and
grants are available. This is
often one of the easiest and
most cost-effective energy
improvements you can make
to your home.

 -0'5*/46-"5*0/
Current recommendations
are for at least 270mm
or 10” deep insulation,
though this may not always
be possible above sloping
ceilings.

97% of us have live in
homes with a loft space.

11% of us live in homes
that have brick cavity walls
without any insulation.
This work does not
affect the appearance of
your home. It doesn’t need
consents and can be done to
listed buildings. It is
important to use an
approved installer, and
the amount of insulation
achieved depends on the
size of the cavity.

*OTVMBUJOHSPPGT
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Though more expensive,
natural fibre materials are
better in the long term, as
they last longer, resist
damp better and are more
sustainable to manufacture.

Mineral wool insulation is
the most common material,
although other more
natural materials such as
sheep’s wool and blown
cardboard insulation are
also available.

Loft insulation can be
installed on a DIY basis.

It will not require planning
permission, but may require
a building warrant.

This should be straightforward and is appropriate for
most homes, except listed
buildings where the
interior is original and
in good condition.

If you don’t have an
accessible loft where you
can add insulation, you can
line the underside of your
ceilings with insulated
panels.

3% of us don’t have a loft.

 $&*-*/(*/46-"5*0/

The latter method is more
disruptive, but this can be a
very effective improvement
and should be acceptable
without permission in most
listed buildings.

 */46-"5*/(6/%&3
'-003#0"3%4
This involves fitting
insulation between the floor
joists, either by accessing the
floor from underneath or
by lifting and re-laying
floorboards.

We can advise on what
might suit your home and
perhaps help arrange for the
work to be done.

Whether your ground floor
is a suspended timber floor
or a solid floor of concrete
or stone slabs, there is a
range of ways that it can
be insulated.

15% of a home’s heat
can be lost through it’s
ground floor.

This method is also
disruptive, but it is brief
and the original floor
finish can be reinstated.

-*/003$"31&54
If your ground floor is
covered with lino or carpet,
it is possible to lift this and
lay a thin sheet of insulation
beneath - either a high-tech
material or a good carpet
underlay.

 */46-"5*/(6/%&3

This should raise the floor
by less than 25mm. Skirtings
and door may need to be
adjusted. It is disruptive, but
effective, and should be acceptable without permission
in most listed buildings.

450/&4-"#4
This involves carefully lifting
the slabs and laying a thin
sheet of high performance
insulation before carefully
reinstating the slabs.

 */46-"5*/(6/%&3
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There are a number of discreet
systems to help seal the gaps in
windows and doors. In some
‘A’ listed buildings, there may
be restrictions and we can
advise on these situations.

There is a range of simple
and inexpensive measures to
reduce draughts that can be
applied to most homes:

Uncontrolled cold air, or
draughts, can enter our
homes through poorly sealed
doors, windows and floors.

81% of the single-glazed
windows in our homes are
not draught-proofed.

15% of a building’s heat is
typically lost to draughts.

Chimney balloons are a cheap,
simple, safe and removable
way of sealing a chimney.
Newspaper, pillows and other
materials should be avoided
as they can be forgotten
about and pose a fire risk.

Where the ventilation
that chimneys provide is
not needed, they should
be carefully sealed to
avoid rain getting in
and exclude draughts.

 4&"-*/($)*./&:4

 %3"6()5
1300'*/('-0034
At floor level, the simplest
way of sealing gaps is by using a gunned mastic material
in gaps between floor boards
or skirting.

%SBVHIUQSPP¶OH
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21% of single glazed windows  4&$0/%"3:(-";*/(
have internal shutters.
This can be a very effective
measure, where doubleTypically 10% of a building’s glazing cannot be achieved.
heat is lost through windows. We can advise on the best
systems. Secondary glazing
Windows represent an
is often acceptable in listed
important opportunity to cut buildings, where a suitable
heat loss, even for double
system is selected, and we
gazed homes. It’s important
can help confirm this.
to retain the character of
original windows in
 */5&3/"-4)655&34
traditional buildings and we )&"7:$635"*/4
have developed a range of
Shutters can cut night-time
measures that should cover
heat loss from single-glazed
all situations:
windows by more than half,
and are an original feature
 %06#-&03
of many homes. They can also
53*1-&(-";*/(
help keep you home cool on
Double-glazed units can
hot summer days. Heavy
be fitted to existing timber
curtains can provide a
frames. Double glazing is
similar benefit.
not usually permitted to
original windows in listed
Original shutters that have
buildings, although
been painted shut can be
exceptions may be allowed
easy to refurbish, and we can
with new, specialist glazing
advise you if you are unsure.
materials.
New shutters can be made to
a high standard, while heavy
Metal-framed windows,
curtains can be bought or
made at home.
and timber ones in poor

condition, are usually better
replaced as a whole. Triple
22% of single glazed windows glazing provides an extra
benefit over double glazing.
have secondary glazing.

45% of homes have single
glazed windows.

8JOEPXT
Where double or secondary
glazing cannot be used
because of listed building
status, it is always possible
to apply a special clear film

 5)&3."-'*-.4

to the inside of window
panes. This is invisible and
does not damage the
window, but is not cheap.
We can help arrange for
this work to be done.
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This could make a huge
cut in our carbon emissions
and have a positive effect
on the management of
local woodland and its
biodiversity.

There are 1,500 acres of
woodland in our area.
We are looking at how
we can improve the reliable
and sustainable supply of
locally grown firewood.

For more information on wood fuel see:
http://www.usewoodfuel.co.uk/domestic.stm

The CO2 that wood absorbs
as it grows is released when
it burns, so the only greenhouse gasses associated with
it are from its processing
and transport. Local logs are
almost zero CO2, Processed
pellets have a bit more, and
are more expensive, but are
easier to use.

e have the potential
to supply a lot of
wood fuel from
our own area, rather than
bringing fossil fuels from
far away. It is also much less
likely to rise in price than
fossil fuels.

Wood needs to be dry and you
need somewhere to store it.

8PPEJTBHSFBUGVFMCFDBVTFJUJT
DBVTFTWFSZMPXDBSCPOFNJTTJPOTBOE
IBTBQPUFOUJBMMZJO¶OJUFTVQQMZXJUIJO
PVSMPDBMBSFB
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A full central heating system
is one of the most cost
effective ways of heating
both your home and water.
If you do not have central
heating, we can advise on

Having good controls that
are set properly is also
important so you can
run your heating system
according to your needs
and avoid waste.

The efficiency of heating
systems has improved a lot
in recent years and replacing
an old system can
significantly reduce the
energy used to provide heat,
and therefore your bills.

type of boiler.

Heating controls include
a programmer, individual
radiator controls, a room

 )"7*/((00%$0/530-4
Heating systems should
have good controls. Used
properly, they allow you to
time and control your house
and water heating, so that
they are warm when you
need them to be, avoiding
wasting energy and money.

If you are considering
replacing your boiler, you
might also consider
changing the type of fuel you
use. Information on this is
given in the next section.

 3&1-"$*/(:063#0*-&3
Replacing a 15-year
old boiler with a new
condensing model can
reduce the fuel used by
about a third. If your
household does not use a
lot of hot water, you could
consider installing a combi
boiler, so you only heat the
water you use.

Around ¾ of the energy used options for different systems
in homes is for space and
and whether grants would be
water heating.
available.

)FBUJOHTZTUFNT

10% of us do not have
PGVTIBWF
central heating.
PME JOFG¶DJFOU
50% of us have old,
CPJMFSTBOE
inefficient boilers side.
DPVMETBWF
Only 25% of us have the

most efficient condensing
PGUIFGVFM

50%
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Having effective insulation
on the pipes that move hot
water around your home
means that the heat gets to

This is a basic and extremely
cheap measure to save
energy and our Energy
Champions can advise.

 */46-"5*/(:063
)058"5&3$:-*/%&3
10% of us do not have a
good level of insulation on
our hot water cylinders.

If you have one, it should
be fitted with a timer if it
is not already programmed
through an economy tariff,
such as Comfort Plus
Control. It should also have
a thermostat set to
60 degrees.

 *..&34*0/)&"5*/(
$0/530-4
Immersion heaters are an inefficient and very expensive
way to heat water, compared
with a boiler system (think
of a giant kettle!).

thermostat and a boiler
thermostat. If you are unsure
about your systems settings,
our Energy Champions can
advise you.

Panels need to face roughly
south (although east and
west are also viable) and can
be mounted on a roof, wall
or on the ground. They can
be set at an angle or laid
flat, making them also
suited to flat roofs.

Solar water heating is a proven
technology that is relatively
cheap and simple to install.
They are best suited to homes
that use alot of hot water.

 40-"38"5&31"/&-4
41% of us are interested in
installing solar water heating
panels, but only 2% of us
have already done it.

It is another very cheap
and easy way of improving
the efficiency of your
heating system.

where it needs to be with the
minimum of wastage.

0O4JUF(FOFSBUJPO
$IBOHFXPSLT
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Call Louise for more
information, or the Energy
Saving Scotland advice
centre on 0800 512 012.

Fife Council currently
offers a fantastic deal for
installing a solar water
heating system that could
provide about a third of
your annual hot water. You
need to register for this deal
by 30th April 2010 though.

Our Energy Champions can
advise whether your home
would suit solar panels.

Solar panels are unlikely
to be permitted where they
have a significant visual
impact on a listed building
or conservation area (on a
front roof facing the street,
for example).

Heat pumps would not
require consent for a listed
building or conservation
area, but would need to avoid
areas of archaeological interest.

While they require a fair
amount of electricity to run
and carbon savings can be
low, they do generate more
energy than they use.

Heat pumps are a simple
technology (your fridge is a
heat pump in reverse) that
produces a steady level of
background heat. There are
different types for different
situations and they can be
appropriate for traditional
buildings.

 )&"516.14
28% are interested in installing ground source heat
pumps, but only 2% of us
already have them.

In most situations, coal can
be replaced by wood,
which has very low carbon
emissions and is much
cleaner.

2.5% of us use coal as our
main fuel and 33% of us as
our secondary fuel. Coal
has the highest carbon
emissions of all the kinds
of fuel we use.

 45011*/(64*/($0"-

."*/4("4
If you live in an area that
has mains gas, it would
probably reduce your fuel
bills and carbon emissions
if you changed to this fuel.
Our Energy Champions can
advise on this.

 $)"/(*/(50

This can either be as logs,
pellets or chips and in open
fires, wood stoves or boilers.
Our area uses predominantly Open fires are less efficient
expensive, high carbon
than other means, using
fossil fuels, but has a great
more wood for the same
opportunity to change, such amount of heat.
as wood, to low carbon fuels
that are much less likely to
Changing fuel from coal
rise in price.
to wood won’t reduce the
amount of energy you need
to heat your home and the

Renewable energy, on the
other hand, can be entirely
carbon-free and cost-free,
and has a potentially infinite
supply.

The kind of fuel we use for
heat has an effect on its cost
and the amount of greenhouse gas it produces. Mains
gas is, at present, a relatively
cheap and low-carbon
fossil fuel, while oil and
electricity are far more costly
and carbon intensive.

54% of us use wood as
our main or secondary
form of fuel.

70% of us do not have
mains gas, the cheapest
form of fossil fuel.

95% of us use fossil fuels
as our main heating fuel.

5ZQFTPGGVFM
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Wood stoves are an easy
and efficient way of
providing heat, and, if
fitted with a back boiler,
can also heat water and
central heating. Some models
have hot plates on top for
heating kettles and pots.

 64*/(800%4507&4
29% of us already have
wood-burning stoves and a
further 22% are interested
in fitting one.

The costs of installation
ranges from £5-15,000 and
it is important to select the
right type. Grants may also
be available. Our Energy
Champions can provide
further information.

Pellets have very low carbon
emissions and can be
supplied to our area.
Boilers can be manually
or automatically fed.

In both cases, you should
allow the wood to dry
through before burning it
and the contact number is
01350 727284.

A Scavenging Permit allows
you to collect any fallen
branches within an area and
costs £58.75 for 3 months.

A Firewood Permit allows
you to buy wood left over
from roadside commercial
log sales. You get a tonne of
wood for £23.50 and would
need a trailer to collect it.

 ("5)&3*/(:063
08/800%
There are two kinds of
permits you can get for
gathering wood from
Forestry Commission land
in the area.

cost-effective ways of
installing a wood stove and
the storage needed for wood.

Wood stoves are especially
suited to traditional
buildings with fireplaces
and chimneys. Consent will
 64*/(800%
generally not be required to
fit them to listed buildings
1&--&5#0*-&34
unless a new flue is needed
If you are considering
changing boilers, it would be that cannot be hidden in an
worth considering changing existing chimney.
to a wood pellet type.
We can advise on the most

cost will be about the same,
but it will reduce the CO2
emissions by about 93%.

Look for the EU Energy
Rating when choosing a
new appliance.

Modern electrical appliances
are much more efficient than
old ones. Replacing a 12year old fridge-freezer with
a modern A+ rated one will
save up to £36 and 140kg of
CO2 each year.

 &''*$*&/5"11-*"/$&4

There is a range of measures
we can use reduce
electricity demand and
its carbon content:

We are looking at the
possibility of a large wind
turbine to generate green
electricity, and it will soon
become much more
affordable to generate you
own electricity at home, but
the starting point is always
to use what electricity we
need efficiently.

If you spend more than
10% of your income on
energy bills, you should be
eligible for a special tariff for
mains gas and electricity. This
is a lower rate for energy

 #&*/(0/5)&#&455"3*''

There is now a wide range
of brightness levels and
fittings in the new kinds of
low-energy light bulbs.
Every household can get 2
free bulbs from our team,
and many will have received
these when completing a
survey. If you haven’t yet
had yours, please contact us.

 -08&/&3(:
-*()5#6-#4
Only 5% of the energy used
by traditional incandescent
light bulb is emitted as light,
the other 95% is wasted.
Low-energy bulbs also last
many times longer and so
save more in the long run.

8FBMMVTFFMFDUSJDJUZUPMJHIUPVSIPNFTBOEQPXFS
BOJODSFBTJOHBNPVOUPGIPVTFIPMEFRVJQNFOU
0WFSUIFOFYUZFBST PVSOFFEGPSFMFDUSJDQPXFS
XJMMQSPCBCMZJODSFBTF BTDBSTCFDPNFJODSFBTJOHMZ
FMFDUSJDQPXFSFEBOEUIFSFXJMMCFBOFFEUP
SFDIBSHFCBUUFSJFTPWFSOJHIU

&MFDUSJDJUZ

&OFSHZ4BWJOH5SVTU
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16%
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They need to face roughly
south (although east and
west are also viable) and can
be mounted on a roof, wall
or the ground.

Photovoltaic panels are a
technology that is rapidly
improving in cost-effectiveness and there is a range of
types available.

1% of us already have solar
electric panels and 42% are
interested in installing them.

 1)05070-5"*$1"/&-4

see www.goodenergy.co.uk.
This may cost a little more
than your current supplier.

As with solar water
heating panels, they are
The option of installing
unlikely to be permitted
central heating is described
where they have a significant
in 20. If you have electric
visual impact on a listed
heating and want to consider building or conservation area.
other options, our Energy
Champions can advise you.
If you are interested in
generating your own
 $)"/(*/(:063
electricity through pv panels,
&-&$53*$*5:4611-*&3
turbines or hydro power,
One way of reducing your
we can provide you with
carbon emissions is to
further information.
change to a supplier that
generates all their electricity
from renewable sources.
At present, the only one who
supplies 100% renewable
electricity is GoodEnergy,

Electricity is not an efficient
way of heating a home. It
costs three to four times as
much as natural gas and
emits twice as much CO2 .

&-&$53*$)&"5
16% of us use electricity
as our main form of
heating and 28% as
the secondary kind.

 45011*/(64*/(

and is designed to relieve
fuel poverty. If you use
electric heating, you may
also benefit from changing
tariff. Please contact us for
more advice, or phone the
Energy Saving Scotland
advice centre direct on
0800 512012.

If you think you home has
potential, please contact our
Energy Champions, who will
be able to help advise you.

Where you have land and
running water, a hydro
turbine could be an excellent
opportunity to generate both
energy and income.

(FOFSBUJOHZPVSPXOFMFDUSJDJUZJTTFUUPCFDPNFNVDIDIFBQFS
XJUIUIFJOUSPEVDUJPOPGUIF'FFEJO5BSJGGGSPN"QSJMBOE
3FOFXBCMF)FBU*ODFOUJWFGSPN"QSJM
4FFXXXEFDDHPWVLFODPOUFOUDNTXIBU@XF@EPVL@TVQQMZ
FOFSHZ@NJYSFOFXBCMFQPMJDZSFOFXBCMF@IFBUJODFOUJWFJODFOUJWFBTQY

Wind turbines are most
likely to be a good option
for your home if you live
outside of a village and
especially if you live in
an exposed place.

Considerable planning is
needed before installing a
wind turbine, to make sure
it is sited and installed in a
place where it will generate
the maximum energy.

Hydro can be one of the
most reliable renewable
energy sources, as water
flow is relatively constant
and hydro systems are
very long-lived.

150 years ago there were
many small mills and other
machinery powered by water
in our area and theoretically
this power resource could be
harnessed again to generate
electricity.

The cost-effectiveness of
turbines for an individual
home varies but, in the
right situation, they can
generate a significant
amount of electricity.
They are unlikely to be
permitted where they have
a significant visual impact
on a listed building or
conservation area.

 ):%30108&3
Nobody in our area currently
generates electricity from
water power, though 16%
of us are interested in it.

 8*/%563#*/&4
None of us currently has a
wind turbine for our home,
but 38% of us are interested
in installing them.

1SPWFO&OFSHZ
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We have applied for funding to study
the feasibility of these options and will
hear whether we have got it in April.

8*/%108&3
A couple of wind turbines could be
enough to make our area zero carbon
for electricity and provide a long-term
income for the community.
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For more information on these initiatives, you can download the
Project Plans from: nhtt.org.uk.

.&5)"/&)&"5
800MW of heat is currently wasted
at the local landfill site and Fife
Council have offered this for
community benefit.

$0--&44*&#*0."44%*453*$5
)&"5*/(4:45&.
We might be able to make a whole
village zero carbon for heat.

%&7&-01*/(800%'6&We can better organise the
harvesting of wood fuel locally
to ensure an affordable supply of
good quality low carbon fuel.

This was a much higher level of
interest than we had expected.
We have responded by assessing
what our options are, based on the
energy resources of our area, and
we came up with four ideas:

(PJOHCFZPOEPVSPXOIPNFT PGUIPTFXIP
UPPLQBSUJOPVSTVSWFZTBJEUIFZXFSFJOUFSFTUFEJOB
DPNNVOJUZTDBMFQSPKFDUUPQSPNPUFSFOFXBCMFFOFSHZ

(PJOHCFZPOEPVSPXOIPNFT

(PJOHCFZPOEPVSPXOIPNFT

%FTJHO,BUF.VSSBZ LBUJFBCFSDPSO!NBDDPN 1SJOU8FTU1PSU1SJOU%FTJHO1BQFSSFDZDMFE

5IJT5PPMLJUJTDPQZSJHIUPG/PSUI)PXF5SBOTJUJPO5PVO:PVBSFGSFFUPSFQSPEVDFJUGPS
OPODPNNFSDJBMQVSQPTFT TPMPOHBTUIFTPVSDFJTDSFEJUFE1MFBTFCFBXBSFUIBUJUIBTCFFO
EFWFMPQFEJOUIFTQFDJ¶DDPOUFYUPGUIF/)55BSFBBOEUIF¶HVSFTBOEDPNNFOUTTIPVME
OPUCFUBLFOBTEJSFDUMZBQQMZJOHJOPUIFSQMBDFT

$PQZSJHIU
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